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Department of Computer Science and Engineering organized 3 days program on “Problem 

Solving on C Programming”. The main objective of this course is to improve and develop coding 

standards in students. The course has been planned for 3 days from 25/06/2018 to 27/06/2018 for 

the students of II year CSE (Batch: 2017-2021). Parallel training has been given for both the 

classes  in the venues CC1 (II CSE A) and CC2 (II CSE B). 

Following 8 faculty members are involved in training and hands-on sessions with the students.  

II CSE A - Mr.M.Vivek, Mr.M.Sharrath , Ms.G.VijiPriya, Ms.R.Suganya 

II CSE B - Mr.S.Karthikeyan, Ms.G.Krishna Priya, Mrs. Janani C, Mrs.M.Pavithra   

Training covered in 2 aspects, 

(i) Problem solving through logical thinking.  

(ii) Develop the solved problem in C Programming. 

The course initially started with the introduction session covering Importance of C Programming 

as far the placement is concerned, Method to learn Programming Language and how the 

Programming language helps to get our solution into reality. The training continued with the 

hands-on in developing programs for simple problems covering the basic concepts in C such as 

Decision making and looping, Arrays, Strings and Functions. In further sessions students are 

trained in solving more on real time scenario based and TCS Code vita problems.   

Total of 77 students are actively participated and benefited from this training.  

 

 



Feedback about the course: 

 Hands-on training was very interesting and useful. 

 Trained on how to logically analyze the given problem statement, breakdown it into 

smaller segment and develop solution for the same. 

 Improved the level of coding standard. 

 The training can also include the different methods of retrieving a solution in different 

ways for a single problem statement. 

 Expected to have more hands-on training programs.  

  On further extension of this course students shall be involved in following activities in order to 

improve their coding standard. 

 Students can be given a problem statement/application on weekly basis and its 

progress can be monitored once in a week. 

 Mini Projects can be made mandatory for all students which would help them to 

understand the real time problems and find solution for the same.  

 


